Panel measures approximately 24" x 44"

Blocks measure approximately 9.75" x 13"

Panel has been reduced approximately 75% to show overall pattern.
Panel measures approximately 24” x 44”
Blocks measure approximately 9.75” x 13”
GET A CLUE with Nancy Drew

Style

Do act serious. Ways keeps on coming & for more!

You can always talk a loyal friend into joining you in your schemes and miles!

Miss Drew, you're a fine

Adjective
Do act mysterious; it always keeps them coming back for more!
Panel measures approximately 24" x 44"
Blocks measure approximately 9.75" x 13"

Panel has been reduced approximately 75% to show overall pattern.
Do act mysterious. It always keeps them coming back for more!

You can always talk a loyal friend into joining you in your schemes and schemes!

Miss that you're detective?